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mechanics of materials is the study of materials in structural
applications. the course introduces the student to the properties
of materials and how to use those properties in design and
application of structural members. the course is a prerequisite
for advanced courses in structural analysis and design. the
course includes topics such as: elasticity, stress, strain, stress-
strain-tension, and compression linear and non-linear material
behavior modeling, analysis and design of structures the course
covers the following areas: ionic crystals and materials
classification and properties of polymers materials, structures
and their modeling mechanical behavior and properties of
inorganic materials physical and chemical properties of metals
mechanical behavior and properties of composites journal of
mechanical materials and mechanics research aims to promote
the latest advances and original articles in the field of
mechanical materials and mechanics by providing an academic
exchange platform. in the study of related materials and
structures, new research results and knowledge are described
through numerical analysis, experimental methods, and a
combination of theoretical and empirical techniques. this is the
course that will give you a strong background in the mechanics
of elastic materials (mem) and mechanical behavior (memb).
the course is very hands on, with a strong focus on
experimentation and analysis. unlike other more theoretical
courses, the mem course has a strong emphasis on applying
theory to real-world problems. mem, also known as material
mechanics, is the study of materials using tools from classic
mechanics, and is a sub-discipline of the broader field of
mechanical engineering. the course is designed to help students
understand the basic tools of mem and how they can be applied
in different engineering domains. the course starts with the
mechanics of elastic solids and then moves on to apply some of
the basic tools of mem to specific engineering problems, using
the mathematics behind mem to analyze and solve the
problems. the course is a combination of lecture and hands on
lab classes, and is completely online. as the name suggests, this
course is designed to give you a strong background in the
mechanics of elastic materials (mem) and mechanical behavior
(memb).
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em ch 316 experimental determination of mechanical response
of materials (1) the objective of em ch 316 is to introduce
students to the relevant technology and methods used to

determine the mechanical responses of engineering materials
and structural components. student teams will apply stress and
strain measurement techniques; conduct tensile, torsion, creep,

internal pressurization, and fatigue tests; then characterize
mechanical behavior and explain the material parameters

obtained. the laboratory assignments are designed to
complement the lecture course e mch 315, which must be taken
as a prerequisite of concurrently. electromagnetic and thermal
effects on the performance of structural devices and systems.

mathematical models for the analysis of electromagnetic,
thermal, and physical effects on the behavior of technical and

general-purpose structures and materials. design and
experimental techniques for structures and systems subjected
to external electromagnetic or thermal loading. descriptions of

laboratory experiments and surveys of the experimental
methods used to study electromagnetics and thermal effects. 1

lecture, 4 activities. crosslisted as bmed/ chem/ kin/ me 445/
kine/ crick/ grm/ comp/ mth 445. journal of mechanical

materials and mechanics research aims to promote the latest
developments and original articles in the field of mechanical

materials and mechanics by providing an academic exchange
platform. describe new research findings and knowledge
through numerical analysis, experimental methods, and a

mixture of theoretical and empirical techniques. 5ec8ef588b
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